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Project Abstract
The primary goal of the project was to implement the Multimedia based Highway
lnformation System, MMHIS, which was developed under a previous AHTD projeit,
TRC 9606, "Development of A Pavement Management System". The end product from
this project would provide AHTD with a usable system allowing synchronous data and
video viewing for approximately 3600 directional miles composing the Interstate and
National Highway System (NrtIS). In this project, MMHIS as in the form from TRC
9606 has been substantially revised and improved to accommodate the daily needs of
AHTD. Specifically, actual data sets from AFITD's log book and other data archives
have been incorporated into MMHIS. In addition, the vast majority of videotapes for
Interstate highways and a large portion of National Highway Systems have been digitized
into the MPEG-2 format. A complete Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks (RAID) at
the capacity of 150 Gigabytes and a video authoring system have been integrated into the
MMHIS. New authoring software tailored to accurately synchronize video locations with
bridge locations was also developed and tested. A revised user interface in the Windows
NT environment allows users to view accident data, bridge information, job status,
roadway inventory and other items that were not present in the previous MMHIS, but are
databases used by AHTD personnel on a daily basis. Furthermore, the new MMHIS can
accommodate roadway sections that have identical log miies, so that users can query any
roadway location based on route number, direction, section number, and log mile. The
investigators also provide recommendations regarding the potential incorporation of
several new technologies into the new MMHIS, including a geo-referenced mapping
utility, higher resolution video log video and imagery, tighter integration with AHTD
databases such as accident database andjob status database, and direct data collection
with digital video devices for the MMHIS. The investigators also studied the in-house
resource needs of AHTD to manage MMHIS versus using extemal contracts to maintain
the MMHIS for the AHTD.
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lntroduction
In 1995, the Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD)
contracted with the University of Arkansas to develop a pavement management system
(TRC 9606)' As a result of this project (TRC 9606), a Multimedia-Base-d Highway
lnformation System (MMHIS) was developed. MMHIS allows the end-userio view a
digital video of a highway section on the computer screen with corresponding site data
for this location on the same computer screen. Additional features of the V1HA1US
include the display of the corresponding roughness and rutting data as collected by
AHTD's ARAN data vehicle, and a prototype of a graphical display of pavement distress
and its analysis. Lab based geo-referencing techniques were alst dlvetoped in the
MMHIS to link any location related data, including digital video, into a ielational
database and to a digital map.
A number of pieces of computer hardware were purchased und.er TRC 9606,
including a Symmetrical-Processing (SMP) based video server, 90 GB of hard drive
storage, arid a state-of-the-art MPEG-2 encoder at one-half Dl resolution. MMHIS has
the potential for providing AHTD with a system that can greatly enhance the ability of a
designer or planner to quickly resolve questions regarding a roadway feature without
conducting a field inspection.
However, implementation of MMHIS at AHTD headquarters will require
additional research in the areas of computer networking, MPEG-2 encoding, and possibly
DVD-R (Digital Versatile Disk - Recordable) technology, and issues relating to system
performance when in operation.

MMHIS is not being used in a production environment and exists only on a small,
dedicated Lab network. In order for AHTD to use it in a production environment,
MMHIS must be integrated into the current computer network. Additional research is
needed to determine the most efficient way for AHTD to maintain its investment in the
current network and at the same time, upgrade to handle the additional load created by
MMHIS.

Objectives of this new study on MMHIS include:

(1)

The implementation of MMHIS will provide AHTD with a usable system
allowing synchronous data and video viewing for approximately 3600
directional miles composing the Interstate and National Highway System
G\rHS).

(2)

The project will provide necessary hardware required to support the 3600 miles
of the Interstate and National Highway System.

(3)

The project will provide a software system capable of supporting the State's
highway system consisting of 16,000 plus miles.

(4)
(5)

The system to be implemented.should support simultaneous access by 12 users.
The multimedia database can be easily modified to incorporate dataidentified
during and after the project completion into MMHIS.
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(6)
(7)
(8)
i

(9)

The system to be implemented will have a provision to allow the
incorporation
of a pavement surface view with identified cracking superimposeJover
ttre
image.
The digital video in MMHIS will have full MPEG

-zDl

resolution.

The project will procure an authoring workstation capable of capturing
and
converting S-VHS video from the ARAN into MPEG-2 digital motion
video
and composing the multimedia databases with the video rd.u*,
and site data
records.
The project will determine the proper format of DVD-R technology
for AHTD
districts to use MMHIS and procure a DVD recorder or writer tn"jir
capable
of producing DVD disks for districts.

(10) The project will integrate MMHIS into AHTD network.
(11) Digitize the Interstate and NHS video and compose the video with the
databases provided by

I

(12)

AHTD.

The project team will deliver and install the video seryer and authoring
workstation at AHTD headquarters. AHTD will be responsible for the enduser workstations and all network switch and cable installations.

(13) Project team will provide

(a) training to AHTD personnel to operate MMHIS,
technical
support addressing operational issues or problems during the
@)
period of the research project, and (c) recommendations to AHTD for
operation, maintenance, and support of MMHIS.

(14)

The research team will make continuing refinements to the existing MMHIS
and may add additional necessary features in MMHIS to make UVfgfS
complete and fully operational.

(15) A common

reference system is needed to synchronizethedata and video. As
AHTD's Highwaylog provides the official beginning and ending log miles of
a route along with other features, such as bridges, intersection, etc. ihis

I

information will be used to set key frames during the database composing stage
to ensure the accuracy ofdata synchronization.

Background
I

Visual information is frequently used in highway departments for traffic
engineering and infrastructure managenient. Another type of information is tabulated site
data organizedintraditional engineering databases on pavement history and layer
information, pavement width/type, average daily traffic (ADT), accident history and
signing and marking inventory, and others. These two types of information (roadway
images and traditional engineering database) can be of daily benefit to the needs of
various divisions in state highway departrnents. In order to improve data accessibility in
a highway department, it will be verybeneficial to combine these two information
sources into one comprehensive database that can be accessed simultaneously.
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However, most existing photo logging systems used by various highway
departments are analog based and located at specific location(s) within thI
department.
Simultaneous multiple accesses to the video data are not possible. Searching^for
site data
is cumbersome. Traditional engineering site data *.
separately fr"om the video
"orri"irred
databases. There were a few studies in an effort to exploit
new technologies to improve
the accessibility and usability of video information coilected from the ptioto logging
process. Wang et al. presented general concepts and design issues for ttre devJl,opment
of
a distributed multimediatased highway information systern (MMHIS)
and discussed the
economic and technical feasibility of using digitat video and new networking
technologies for such a system. It was concluded in that study that the latesitechnology
allows such a system to be developed cost-effectively. This report summarizes the
studies in the areas of high-speed networking, video seryer technology, and data
synchronization that are essential for the implementation of an VtVttilS. tt is
demonstrated that a futtue digital video-based highway information system will be
efficient and productive through use of technologies such as Asynchrtnous Transfer
Mode (ATM) and state-of-the-art video server devices.

A working system has alreadybeen developed for the Arkansas State Highway
and Transportation Department (AHTD). The system has a user intuitive interface.
A
guide on how to use this system is also glven in this document.

History of Photo-logging sysfem and Basic Features of MMHI|
Problems with Existing Photo-logging Systems
Current existing photo-logging systems use data collection vehicles to collect data
on pavements and roadside structures and to take videos of the right-of-way. The video
information used by highway agencies is stored in analog format and locatid at specific
locations. The storage media include tapes, films, and laser disks. Engineering site data
are stored in separate databases. Video playrng devises are used to play the highway
videos. This is shown in Figure 1. Special-purpose software is used in some existing
systems to retrieve and present site data tables to the user. The data in the database,
however, are not well organized. Some systems require the user to use general-purpose
DBMS software to open the table and query information. Others use file pro"essing
instead of database management. The limitations of existing systems are Lxhibited in the
areas of accessibility, search capability of the video library, and synchronization of video
data with traditional engineering site data. Users who are interested in a section of a road
when viewing the video have to go to another location to look for the corresponding site
data. The existing systems also lack multiple-user access capability. Due to the analog
nature of the video signals, it is difficult to integrate the visual information with computer
databases. It is a time consuming process to look up and reassemble the video and site
data in different formats and from various sources.
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The Existing Photo-logging System Data Flow

Basic Features of MMHIS
A new system - Multimedia-based Highway lnformation System (MMHIS) - was
developed in the previous project, TRC-9606, to solve the problems in existing photologging systems. Technologies used in the new system include digital video, high-speed
video seryer, ATM netrvorking, relational database management system, and 3D-map
rendering. MMHIS also uses a data synchronization algorithm to synchronize the
highway motion video with the display of other data - engineering site data, roughness
and rutting graphs, and location on the 3D-map. A high-speed network links
workstations with the MMHIS server so users can look at the photo-logging video and
the synchronized data sets without leaving their offices. Because the engineering site
data are stored in computer databases, MMHIS can be easily customized to fit the need of
different departments.
Apart from easy data accessibility, data presentation in MMHIS is more flexible
than the old systems. An integrated environment hosts various views that are used to
display data from various sources. The views can be customized to display a certain
collection of fields in the data set. It can display the data in either categorized or userdefined format. Users can choose whether to use metric or imperial units in the data
display. When using the user-defined format, the order of the datafields can also be
customized.
The Querying database in MMHIS is object-oriented. There are several different
ways to conduct a query in MMHIS. It does not require users to be familiar with any
general-purpose DBMS products. Users need only to speciff the location on a road by
specifuing the route number, direction, and milepost, or by clicking on the map offered
by MMHIS. MMHIS provides highway engineers an efficient and effective tool in
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analyzing road and roadside structures with instant accessibility to the multimedia
databases. This tool is not available to any highway deparhnent in the United States at
this time. The core technologies developed for this system can be used in future
generations of highway information systems in any highway department. The mappurg
technique was developed in aLab environment and cannot be directly used for AHTD
needs at this time.

New Technologies of Digital Video

Digttal Videofor MMHIS
The video quality associated with consumer TV and videotapes, including video
from Super VHS and laser disks, is determined by the analog videoitandards set by the
National Television Standard Committee (NTSC) in the early 1950s. Even though-an
analog video signal can be transmitted and copied through narrow bandwidth, it is
difficult to manipulate, copy, and distribute without introducing electronic noise into the
original signal, resuiting in the deterioration of image quatity. Without the use of highend video production equipment, the integration of analog video with other types of data,
such as text and graphics, is very difficult.

Additionally, in the MMHIS, multiple users need simultaneous and random
access to video data. For data stored in an analog system, multiple and unsynchronized
access to video data is a problem. For instance, it is difficult to view two different
sections of the same videotape simultaneously, and then decide to freeze one while

1

running the other. Routing of multiple analog video data to users is also complicated. If
the video signal is presented in digital format, like the digital sound in compact disks, it
can provide much better image quality, can be easily duplicated and can belncorporated
into other media without introducing as much artifacts or losing as much fidelity as
analog media would. Because digital video data is stored in disk files, it is possible to
allow simultaneous muitiple accesses to the same digital video files through computer
networks. Digital video is necessary when high fidelity, fast and multiple user accesses
are required of the MMHIS.

Data Collection, Compression and Decompression (CODEC)
Presently the visual data is collected in a vehicle, such Ers a van, with video
capturing equipment. Normally, the visual data is recorded onto a Y/C signal based tape
(S-VHS or Hi-8mm) or laser disk. The video signal is analog based with luminance and
chrominance information separated. The perceivable vertical resolution of the video data
is about 400 lines. The recorded media are then categorized for viewing in the office. To
prepare the video for the MMHIS, the analog based video data is digitized and becomes
digital data sets that are directly manageable with computers. The digital video is
generated through a process called encoding from source video data, such as tapes. One
fulI color (8-bit for each of red, green, and blue) digital image with a NTsc rv
resolution (640 x 480) requires approximately 0.92 megabyte of data storage, resulting in
about 27 megabyles of storage space for one second of motion video. In addition, the
input and output bandwidth of modern microcomputers are not generally capable of
processing this amount of data per second. Therefore, data compression is needed to
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reduce data storage requirements on the one hand, and to improve the data flow rate on
the other.

The amount of compression ranges from 2:1 to 200:1, depending on the type of
algorithm, the implementation of the algorithm, the level of video quality, and the
presence of hardware assistance. Most compression algorithms are "lossy'', meaning that
some information is lost during the compression of the data, due to the fact that the
compression ratio based on lossless encoding algorithms is low, around 2:1. The
objective for most applications is to retain visually faithful representations of the original
images and discard any.visually insignificant information. The process of compression
and decompression (for playback) is called CODEC for encoding and decoding. Some
approaches require more operations to be performed in encoding than in decoding. This
type of CODEC is referred to as asymmetrical. If both processes require the same
amount of processing, it is called symmetrical CODEC.

Motion JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) and MPEG (Motion Picture
Experts Group) are the two dominant types of digital video CODECs, both of which are
used in this MMHIS research. The Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) developed
the JPEG compression algorithm for stilt images based on Discrete cosine
Transformation @CT), the quantization approach and Huffrnan encoding. The standard
was then widely adopted as Motion JPEG for video sequences, each frame of which is
compressed based on the JPEG standard. Motion JPEG allows easy random access to
any frame in a digitized sequence. Compression for Motion JPEG is conducted
exclusively on redundant data in individual frames without condensing any data between
frames. Hardware based JPEG CODEC's can capture full-screen, 30 frame per second
video in real time. When a high compression ratio (over 20:1) is not required, this
symmetrical CODEC is very effective in preserving the details and fidelity of single
video frames.
Unlike JPEG, which condenses information only within each frame, the standard
developed by the Motion Picture Experts Group, MPEG, compresses information based
on data within a frame and frame-to-frame motion. It should be noted that the
compression within frames in MPEG is also based on DCT and related algorithms.
MPEG allows compression ratios over 100:l while still retaining good visual
quairty. Due to its high compression ratio, MPEG is a desirable delivery format for
applications that require nalrow bandwidth transmission, such as CD-ROM and video
networks. However, due to the asymmetric nature of MPEG, the encoding process
requires very high computing power. For example, a state-of-the-art MPEG encoding
device can consist of over adozenRISC based compressionprocessors. The decoding
process of MPEG needs relatively less computing power. At similar.levels of video
quality, a Motion JPEG stream will require a much higher data rate than an MPEG
compressed stream. Current available MPEG systems are classified into the categories of
MPEG1 and MPEG2 with MPEGI being used for CD storage and the Internet, and
MPEG2 being used for studio quality video and satellite digital TV systems.
Locatton Synchronization with Video and Site Data
When a query is on-going, a location indicator (a small flashing red dot) is
displayed on the map to show the current vehicle location. The location indicator goes
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along the highway on the map as the video plays. The synchronization timer handler
queries the current vehicle location from the fixed data table and passes the query result
to the 3D-map sub-module. The map module then finds the screen coordinates of the
current vehicle location. MMHIS maintains a 3D position in window coordinates. (This
is handled intemallyby the OpenGL engine.) This position, called the raster position,is
used to position pixel and bitrnap write operations. It is maintained with ru6-pixel
accnracy. The current raster position consists of three window coordinates (x, y, z),a clip
coordinate value (rar), an eye coordinate distance, a valid bit, and associated coior data
and texture coordinates. The w coordinate is a clip coordinate, because w is not projected
to window coordinates. MMHIS converts world coordinates to window coordinates by
calling appropriate API functions. The converted window coordinates are used to disptay
the locaticjn indicator on the map.

Data Synchronization Algorithms and Their Implementations
The Preparation of Video Frame lndex
Video frame indexes were created with the MMHIS Index Building module. The
index building process is divided into the following steps.

o

Obtaining information. In this step, necessary information is collected in the Building
Index dialog box. The fields are listed in Table 1.
Field
Video File Name

E lanation
The name of the video file for which frames will be

Video Start Frame

Frame number coresponding to the beginning

indexed
{

milepost
Video End Frame
Route Number

Direction
Start Milepost
End Milepost
Key points
Turning points

I14q1q number corresponding to the ending milepost

Route number of this section
Direction of this section
Starting point of this section
End point of this section
Mileposts of points that corresponds to known frame
numbers
Destination route numbers, directions and mileposts

of ttrnjng points

Table
a

I - Index Building Module Input

The key points specified by the user are used to define subsections of the highway
section covered by the current video. Each subsection begins at one key point and
ends at the next key point. That is, in each subsection only the first milepost and the
last milepost have corresponding video frame numbers specified. Video frame
numbers coresponding to the rest of mileposts are calculated by using the linear
interpolation method. The speeds of the vehicle when it took the video are recorded
into the main data table. The speed data are used as the determining factors.

l0

The above method guarantees that key points are exactly indexed with the frame
number specified. This is especially useful when the speed data is not accurate enough to
be used as the sole factor to interpolate values. If the total accuracy is guaranteed, only
the starting point and end point of the whole section need to be defined as key points.

To describe the above algorithm mathematically, suppose for a subsection

the
starting milepost is s, which corresponds to frame numberfs, and the end milepost is e,
which corresponds to frame number/e. The number of mileposts in this subsection n can
be calculated as

e-s

ll=-*1,

step

I

in which step is the distance between consecutive mileposts. In the current database, the
value of step is 25 meters. Suppose the speed value for milepost i (i is 1 - n-l) is
speed(i). The corresponding frame number isframe(i). The traveling time for the video
to cover this subsection Z is calculated as
n-1

step
r=Z speed(j)
"l=1

The frame numbers for the rest of mileposts are calculated as

fs)i
,
Jframe(i\-UeT

tr", * f,

fispeed(j)'

't.

Database updates are involved in the index-building module. Because the
Microsoft Access ODBC driver supports database updates, it is just a simple matter of
calling the appropriate update functions with proper SQL commands to finish building
the index. The index building process is shown in Figure 2.

T

ll

Begin Building Index

Get Input Data

Convert First and Last Points to Key Points

Get next Sub-section Delimited
Load Database Records for the Sub-section

Linearly Interpolate Frame Numbers Using Speed Data
I

\

Update Database Records

No

Last
Yes
End Building Index

\

I

Figure 2 - Index Building F'lowchart

The Synchronization of Video and Site Data Display

When MMHIS is started with a query, the information displayed is all
synchronized. That is, when the video is playing, data displayed in the various windows
changes dynamically with the video frames. The view window of the MMHIS control
module has a timer that is set up at creation time. This timer, called the synchronization
timer, is used to synchronize the display of site data with the video. The synchronization
timer handler in the MMHIS contol module does not actually find the correct data and
display them. Instead, it acts as a director to orchestrate all sub-modules of MMHIS.
The synchronization process uses a frame range to check if the current frame of
the video is still in the range for the current milepost. The range is updated when the site
data and the video frame are synchronized. The first time a query is started, this range is
set to an impossible range to guarantee that the synchronization operation is applied upon
initialization. The synchronization process is shown in Figure 3.
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End Synchronization Operation

Figure 3 - The Synchronization Process Flow Chart

MMHIS Database Authoring for Operation and lmplementation
ODBC Data Source Configuration
The MMHIS uses MS Access databases. The oniy database that needs to be
registered in the ODBC settings is the main database. The file rurme of this database can
be anything. The ODBC data source should be named MMHISMain. Figure 4 shows a
typical screen of the ODBC Data Source Administrator. In this figure, the data sor:rce
MMHISMain belongs to the User DSN category. By putting the data source to user DSN
group, different users are allowed to have different settings.
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Figure 4 - ODBC Data Source Administrator
The data source MMHISMain should point to the main database file, as shown in
Figure 5. kt this figure, it is assumed that the main database is in a file named
AHTDMMHISMain.mdb.
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Figure 5 - MMHISMain Data Source Setup
Another group of database files used by the MMHIS stores site data for all the
routes. The database files in this group are registered in the main database and are
configured in the ODBC data source manager dynamically during progrrlm execution.

Database Structure
Currently the main database contains tables shown in Figure 6.
AHTDMMHISMain : Database

Effi

ArkansEs-Countyindex

I

El

ffi

staeRegistrationTable

Figure 6 - MMHIS Main Database Tables
The tables "Arkansas_Countylndex" and "stateRegistrationTable" do not need to
be changed in data entry operations. The table "Arkansas-Master" has the structure
shown in Figure 7.
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Text
Text
Text
Text
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VideoFilePath

ImageFilePath
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Figure 7 - The Master Table Structure
Whenever a new route is added to MMHIS, the route needs to be registered in this
table. The process is addressed in following sections.

The site data database contains tables for each route. The Figure 8 shows an
example on what kind of tables it contains.
I

[e AHTDMMHISSIaIe : Database

!IEI
,l

I
l=,

Arkansas SS_N_Acc ident1999
Arkansas 55_N_Bridge

r$ iuo*rue

EI

Arkansas 55 5_Accident1999
Arkansas_55_5_Bridge

ip.rkansas_55_lJ_Fra melnde:l 1F,19

tr
tr
tr

l=l

Arkansas_S5_N lobRecord

t!::l

Arkansas_S5 S_lobRecord

l=l

Arkansas_55_N_Ptt'ls 19Sq

E-l

Arkansas_55_S_PMS 1599

tr
tr

Arkansas S5_N_Roadway

l=l

Arkansas_S5 S_Roadway

Arkansas_55_N_Turn 1999

l!-l

Arkansas_55_S_Turn 1999

I=J

Arkansas_55_N_Year

tiill

Arkansas_55_S_Year

E!!t

l=I

tr
E
E

ArkarEas_55_N_Format

I

@il
$&a

Arkansas_55_5_Format
Arkansas 55 S_Framelndex1999

i'=:l1ii1|i.

s
Figure
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Database Tables For Each Route

In Figure 8, the database file name is AHTDMMHISState.mdb. Site data of a
certain route and direction are put into nine tables. Some of the table names have ayear
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number as their suffix. For this kind of data, multiple years' data can be put into different
tables. Therefore the total number of tables may exceed nine.

Following is a brief introduction to the structure of the database tables. For
detailed information on the data types of the fields, please open the database in MS
Access and open the tables in design mode.
The accident table contains data on accidents. The Figure 9 shows the structure
of this table.
E Arkansas_55_N_Accidentl 999 : Table

l;EIBX

Text
Number
Number
Text
Number
Number
Number
Number
Text
Number

:I

Figure 9 - The Accident Table Structure
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Figure 10 shows the structure of the bridge table.
E Arkans

e : Table
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Number
Number
Number
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EndingLogMlle
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CurbToCurbWidth

Text
Text
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Approach structrre type
Length of maximum span

Bridge width curb b curb
Deck width out b out

OutToOuDeckWidtl
Text

DeckCondition

SubsfucUreCondition

Text
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RtrutinelnspectionDate

Text
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YearReconstructed

Text

_l

in Tons

Text

Text
R,eplacemenFundingCode

Type of wearing surface

Text
Text

.i

Figure 10 - The Bridge Table Structure
Figure l1 shows the structure of theformat table. This table is used to format the
display of the site data in a specific window. It is also used to store the conversion
factors for different unit systems. Currently Metric and Imperial systems are supported.
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The Format Table Structure

Figure 12 shows the structure of theframe index table. The frame index table is
used to locate site data based on the crurent frame number of the video. kr this way, the
video playrng is synchronized with the site data display.
elndexl999 : Table

E Arkans

Number

VideoFileName

menFlag

Text
Text
Number
Number
Number

Figure 12 - The Frame Index Table Structure
Figure 13 shows the structure of the job record table.
E Arkans

bRecord: Table

TTtsHI

Text

rlr#a"r
mber

Text
Text
Number

Text

inuE0rderDate

TotalCost
Location
TypeWork
IncludedInHIP9l

Number

Text
Number

Text
Text

r9

Figure
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The Job Record Table Structure

Figure 14 shows the structure of the PMS table.
I

E Arkansas_S5

x

51999 : Table

I

Number
Section

Tert

IRILeftIA/heelPath

Number

IRIR,

Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

R,uttingR ightWhee lPath

Grade

FaultCount
MaximumFault

Number
;Nurnber

Latitde
LongiUde

Number
,Number

*l.

--.li

Figure 14 - The PMS Tabte Structure

Figure 15 shows the structure of the roadway inventory table.
E

Table
AubNumber
Text
Text
Text
Text

DaEUpdaEd

Disfict
County

Section
BeginningLogMile

Number
Number
ruumUer

lassification

Text

Text
Text
I

SurfaceWidth
LaneWidth
MedianWidth

Number

Text
Text
LeflShoulderWidth

.

Number
Number

JobNumber

YeerBuilt
AverageDailyTraffic
YearADTCollecEd

Not present in Bobby's table,

Figure 15 - The Roadway Inventory Table Structure
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Figure 16 shows the structure of the turn table. The turn table is used to chain
sections of the same route together.
:

Table

Number
Tgxt
Text
Number
Number
Text
Text
Number
Number
Text
Text
Number
Number
Text

ile

Figure 16 - The Turn Table Structure
Figure 17 shows the structure of the year
year numbers that the database has data on.

table. The year table is used to register

I

E Arkansas_55_N_Year : Table
Text

Figure

17
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The Year Table Structure

Database Composition
The master table

For all of the routes, the route number, direction, database file name, and video
file path should be stored in this table. The "ImageFilePath" field is not used in the
current version of MMHIS. The table is named "Arkansas Master" and is stored in the
main database file.
The accident table

The "Date Updated" field should reflect the date of the data the table contains.
All other fields should be copied directly from AHTD's "Accident Data" table, which
contains accident data for all routes and sections. The accident table should be named
Arkansas_<route number>_<direction>_Accident<year number>. For example, the
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accident table for the 1999 data of route 55 north should be named as

"Arkansas 55

N

Accidentl999."

The bridge table

The " Date Updated" field of the bridge table ("the new table") should reflect the
date of the data the table contains. All other fields should be copied from AHTD,s bridge
table, which contains data about NHS bridges on or over NHS routes ("the original
table"), and bridge data for all routes and sections. One exception is the "minir,, field of
the original table. It needs to be split to two parts and put into two corresponding fields.
For example, a value 1602 is split to 16 and 2. They are put into the fieldi ..
HighestMinimumVerticalClearanceFeet" and "
HighestMinimumVerticalClearancelnches" respectively. The bridge table should be
named as Arkansas_(route numbeP_(d'rection>_Bridge. For example, the bridge table
for route 55 north should be named as "Arkansas_55 N Bridge.,,

Theformat table
Normally the format table need not be changed. When new routes are added to
the database, the format table for any other route can be copied and renamed for the new
route. The format table should be named as Arkansas <route
numbeP-<d'rection>-Format. For example, the format table for route 55 North should
be named as'oArkansas_5 5_N_Format."
The "Caption" field stores the text that is displayed in the site data window's
"item" column. The "Type" field stores the data type of the item. The "Unitless" field
stores a flag indicating if the item has a unit or not. The table treats the item with two
unit systems: the metric and the imperial. The metric unit name for the item is stored in
the field "MetricsUnitName." The imperial unit name for the item is stored in the field
"lmperialUnitName." The field "MefiicsConverter" saves the conversion factor for
metric unit. The field "ImperialConverter" saves the conversion factor for imperial unit.
Data stored in the database are multiplied by the corresponding conversion factors to
yield the final number to be displayed in the site data window. The "Format" field stores
the C format string to be used by the program to format the data for display. The
"GroupName" field stores the text sfing to be used as the categorynulme in the site data
display. Items will be displayed in the order specified by the field
"DefaultDisplayOrder". The "SourceTable" field specifies which table the item's data is
from.

Theframe index table
The "LogMile" field stores the log meters collected bythe ARAN vehicle.
Because the log meters collected by the ARAN vehicle do not match the roadway
inventory data, some adjustment should be made before the data is entered into the table.
This will be addressed in later sections. The field "Section" stores the section for the
corresponding "LogMile." The "VideoFileName" field stores the video file name of the
video for this IogMile. The "StartFrameNumber" field and the "EndFrameNumber"
field store the frame range for the log meter of the current record. The
"TumingMovementFlag" field stores aflagsignaling a turning point. This is currently
used to achieve section continuation. All the fields except "LogMile" and "section" are
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maintained by a utility offered by MMHIS. The information on how this is done can be
found in the section entitled "Building the Index." The frame index table should be
named as Arkansas_<route number>_<direction>_Framelndex<year number>. For
example, the &ame index table for the 1999 data of route 55 North should be named as

"Arkansas 55

N

Framelndexlggg."

Thejob record table
The "Date Updated" field should reflect the date of the data the table contains.
Other than that, the fields are copied from AHTD's "Job Status" table. When copying,
the "MinuteOrderDate" field's value should be obtained by combining the fields
..MINUTE ORDER MONTH,,and..MINUTE ORDER YEAR', of the AHTD,s ..Job
Status" table. The "LetDate" field's value should be obtained by combining the fields
"LET MONTH" and "LET YEAR" of the AHTD's table on job status. The
"CompletionDate" field's vaiue should be obtained by combining the fields "MONTH
COMPLETED" and "YEAR COMPLETED" from the AHTD's "Job Status" table. The
job record table should be named as Arkansas_(route number>_<direction>_JobRecord.
For example, the job record table for route 55 North should be named as
"Arkansas 55 N JobRecord."
The PMS table

The "LogMile" field stores the log meters collected by the ARAN vehicle. It
should be exactly the same as those stored in the "LogMile" field of the frame index
table. The field "Section" stores the section for the corresponding "LogMile." All other
fields except the "Latitude" and "Longitude" fields are copied directly from ARAN
vehicle collected data files. Currently the "Latitude" and "Longitude" fields should be
left blank. The PMS table should be named as Arkansas_<route
number>_(direction>_PMScyear number>. For example, the PMS table for the 1999
data ofroute 55 North shouldbe named as "Arkansas 55 N PMS1999."
The roadway inventory table

The "Date Updated" field should reflect the date of the data the table contains.
All other fields are directly copied from the corresponding fields of AHTD's roadway
inventory table for Interstate - NHS Routes. The roadway inventory table should be
named as Arkansas_(route number>_<direction>_Roadway. For example, the roadway
inventory table for route 55 North should be named as "Arkansas-55-N-Roadway."
L

The turn table

This table does not need manual maintenance. It only needs to be created. The
turn table should be named as Arkansas_(route number>_(d'rection>_Turn<year
number>. For example, the turn table for the 1999 data of route 55 North should be
named as "Arkansas 55 N Turn1999."
The year table

Whenever a new year's data is added to the database, a new record should be
added to this table. The year table should be named as Arkansas <route
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number>-<direction>-Year. For example, the year table for route 55 North should be
named as "Arkansas 55 N Year."

Matching the PMS Log Meters with the Roadway lnventory Data
The roadway inventory data's log mile should be used as the absolute log mile
standard. If the length of a section in the PMS data does not match the roadway
inventory data's length for the same section, the PMS data's records are evenly sketched
or compressed to meet the roadway inventory data's length. This can be done with an
Access Basic program or an Access Update Query. It can also be done with some other
utilities like the MS Excel.

Building the lndex
The frame index table is maintained by a utility offered by MMHIS. From the
Too1s Build Index, a window shown in Figure

MMHIS's main window, choose
18 will appear on the screen.

I
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The Index Building Window

When building the index, first fillout the Video File Name field (this should
include path) and all the fields in the Global Range goup. The From and To fields in the
Log Miles group should be filled out according to the video's coverage of the section of
the road. This normally is the same as the section's full length. A1l the bridges in the
section are used as key points. To define a key point, run the video to the point (e.g., the
beginning of a bridge) and input the milepost of the bridge to the Milepost field. Then
click the Add Key Point button. Existing key points in the section can be found by using
the buttons in the Search Database group. After all the key points are defined, use the
Update Database button to calculate the frame range for all the records. To remove a key
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point, input the key point's milepost and click the Remove Key Point button. To remove
while holding the
311 tfr. kiy points in a section, click the Remove Key Point button
control key.
Note that for anti-log direction, the section's 1og mile range should start with a
bigger number and end with a smaller number. That is the number in the From field
snouta be the log mile corresponding to the beginning of the video, and the To field
should be the 1og mile corresponding to the ending of the video. The program uses this
information to decide if it is log or antiJog direction.

Chaining Secfions
Different sections of a route can be linked together so that when the video reaches
the end of one section, it goes to the next section automatically. To do this, use the build
index tool and input the ending log mile of the section to the key point log mile field.
Then check the Through check box and supply the next section's information (section
and beginning log mile). Then click the Configure Tuming Point button. This will add a
turning flag in the frame index table and update the turn table.

MMHIS User's Guide for AHTD
Launching MMHIS
Logon to the workstation as user AHTD with no password. Double click on the

ffi

on the desktop to launch MMHIS. The program shows its main
MMHIS ,*"
window as in Figrre 19.
MMHIS

Figure 19 - The MMHIS Main Window

Conducting A Query
To query data for a site using the MMHIS, follow these steps
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I.

Opening a new query.

Select from menu Fite I New. The MMHIS Query Location window (shown in
Figure 20) will appear on the screen.
-t MMHIS O
EI
Location

&are ffisiq@ircffi;
YEr
:s&Esar

[ -

Leg,,Iriln.{
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I

l
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Figure 20 - The MMIIIS Query Location Window
Select the route number, direction, year, and section from the corresponding dropdown lists, then enter the log mile of the site in the appropriate box. The log mile will be
in the unit specified by the unit selector shown at the lower part of the window. The
entered log mile must be within the range shown to the left of the entry. The data
available in the drop-down boxes is determined by the engineering data sets that are
currently in the database. These data sets were constructed through an authoring process
by a system operator who has received training on how to build MMHIS databases.
Click OK after everything is specified. The system will open the database and the
corresponding video file if the data for the specified location can be queried. If the
location does not have complete data sets saved in the database, specifically, if the
pavement management system data and the roadway inventory data are missing, the
query will not continue. A message (see Figure 21) is shown instead.
MMHlSMain
A:

Bb
-

'

i'*;,Ygmstbeeondu&4

:.'j,',il
:

,

t:
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ll3-,3

Figure 21 - Message Indicating an Invalid Query

Hitting OK will return you to the main window of the MMHIS.
can be used as a
Note: The first button on the toolbar
shortcut of the above menu selection to conduct a new query. If the toolbar is not shown
in the window, use the menu item View I Toolbar to show it.

A successfully opened query shows the site data in one window and the video in
another window. Two additional windows show roughness and rutting data of a stretch
of road in graphics mode. Figure 22 shows a query screen.
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- An MMHIS

Query Screen

2. Changing location.
This can be done by selecting the menu item Tools I Specfy Location. The same
that was opened when you requested a new query will appear to allow the user
box
dialog
speciry a new location.
The vertical bar shown in the graphing windows represents the curent location in
road. It can be dragged to a different position. Everything shown in all the
other windows will be synchronized to show data for the new position.
a stretch of

The slider thumb in the video window can be also used to change location. Finetuning the location can be achieved by double-clicking on the tttle bar of the video
window. Left button double-clicking causes the video to backup about 100 meters. Right
button double-clicking causes the video to advance about 100 meters.

3. Changing site d.ata display format.
The site data are gouped by categories. The groups can be opened and closed by
double-clicks on the category title. If a free-style format is preferred, it can be defined
and shown by using the context menu of the site data window. Just right click on the
window and choose from the context menu Change Format to do so.
The font used to display site data can be changed by using the command Options
Choose Font... or the context menu command Choose Font.... The unit used in the site
data display can be changed by using the command Options I Units I Metric or Options
Units I Imperial. The graphs shown in the two graphing window can be individually
zoomed by using the commands Options I Zoom Roughness Graph ard Options I Zoom
Rutting Graph. The same functionalities are also offered through the context menu of the
I

I

two graphing windows.
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The program can run in full-screen mode. Use View I Full Screen to toggle
between normal mode and full-screen mode.
4. Saving and reoPening a query.

I

L

I

I

A query can be saved by using the standard File I save or File I save As
command. The route, direction, log mile, window location, window arrangement
settings, format, unit, zooming factors, etc. are all saved into the query file. The file can
be reopened with the standard command File I Open.. later to continue the same query.
A query can be closed by using the command File I Close. The system will offer
the user a chance to save an unsaved query when it is being closed.
MMHIS was designed to be able to querymore than one site at the same time.
Due to the limitations of current hardware and software, however, the current system can
only query one site at a time. If a query is opened, it must be closed before another new
queryis cieated. Otherwise the second queris video will show a blank window. Also
tL" .ria"o window may not always go away when a query is being closed, especially after
many queries were opened and closed. This is not a normal behavior. [r case this
happens, use the Windows NT Task Manager (available bypressing Ctrl+Shift+Esc key
combination) to end the process of MMHISVideo.exe. We are plarrning to provide
multiple video-window support in the next version of the MMHIS.

Recommendations on MMHIS Operation and AHTD's Future
Highway lnformation SYstem
Using high quality digital video and integrated databases in field operations
through a computer network is the first of its kind for highway management. The
operation will require dedicated personnel to manage and conduct the authoring of the
database. In the past few years, technologies associated with MMHIS and highway data
collection were developed at the University of Arkansas tfuough a number of research
grants from the Arkansas State Highway and Transportation Department (AHTD) and
others. A key portion of these technologies are used in the present MMHIS, which is
planned to be implemented at AHTD, while others may have potential to be used in
conjunction with the MMHIS to have a streamlined data process from collection to
delivery.

Resource and Logisfic /Veeds for MMHIS Operation at AHTD
There are several tasks associated with the operation of MMHIS at AHTD
headquarters. The tasks are not necessarily in sequential order in time nor in importance.
Task 1:DigSttzation of Tapes into MPEG-2 Video
There is a total of 3,600 miles for Interstates and NHS in Arkansas. Assuming the
average taping speed is 50 MPH, the videotapes in one cycle of data collection would
totalT2 hours in length. Based on our experience in digitizing tapes at the university Lab
for the MMHIS, there will be a minimum 100% overhead in the time required for
digitization. That is there should be 744 hours for the digitization process for the tapes in
one data collection cycle. The time overhead is large due the fact that there will be time
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re-digitizing due to errors
or video quality issues. Therefore, it would take one-month of time for one dedicated
person to digitize the tapes of the Interstate and NHS. The skill needed for this task is a
technician at entry level with a background of basic computer operation.
used to prepare tapes and equipment, naming video files, and

Task 2: Database Preparation

This process may take most of the time, as databases at AHTD that could be
useful for MMHIS are currently located at various computers, managed by different
persorurel, and of different formats. It is also anticipated that as the MMHIS is being
used at the AHTD, more data sets will be put into the MMHIS database. It is estimated
that a full-time staff will be needed to fulfill the requirements of this task. Skill needed
for this task is a technician at an advanced level and who is intimately familiar with
database software, Microsoft Access and the Microsoft Windows operating system.
Task 3: System Management, Maintenance, and Iogistical Operation between
AHTD and the Research Team at the University
The RAID system and the MMHIS authoring workstation will need maintenance
as additional data and video is collected and brought into the office. In addition, the
RAID system should be linked to the internal computer nefwork at the AHTD
headquarters. There exists a need for a person who will be responsible for the
management of the hardware systems for the MMHIS, the network connection of the
MMHIS, and technical support for the MMHIS users. kr addition, the university team
may continue to work on the MMHIS. This person will also act as a liaison between the
AHTD and the university and handle the logistics such as transferring videotapes and
digital video files. It is estimated that a half-time person will be needed to carry out this
task. Skill needed for this task: computer information staff with strong background in
both hardware and software, and highway databases.

As MMHIS is still being refined to fit the needs of AHTD, the universityresearch
team can be responsible for Tasks I and? in the near future if needed. When the features
of MMHIS are frozen and the MMHIS is in full operation, AHTD can take over these
two tasks. During this transition period, data transfer can be conducted through two 50GB external SCSI drives between Little Rock and Fayetteville.

Further lntegration with Data Collection and Future Directions for MMHIS
Traditionally, highway data collection and application are independent processes
predominantly involving analog-based visual information. Currently, AHTD is preparing
to use a digital information system, which is still based on analog tapes through the use of
a data vehicle. As the collected data can be used in various divisions in a highway
deparftnent, the need to establish an integrated, department-wide information system is
apparent. This is even more evident when information technoiogy itself is progressing at
a rapid rate. Figure 23 illustrates a designed enterprise system with the entire data flow
paths. The development is based on lntranet for the intemal information system, and the
lnternet for the general public will fulfill the need of an open and portable system that can
be easily deployed in any highway agency.
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In this enterprise information system shown in Figure 23,the data vehicle is a
and
digital device that directly collects both right-of-way and pavement surface images,
in
archived
and
acquired
the multimedia database while the data sets are being
"ffior"r
system in the data vehicle. The data sets include images and positioning
u
The
"ornprrt",
information from a Global Positioning System receiver and from other sensors.
basic
research team using the university data vehicle has largely completed'the
imaging.
surface
pavement
and
development of trrJaigital device for both right-of-way
viewing
for
The multimedia datables can be immediately downloaded into the server

without the process of digitizing tapes.
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Figure 23 An Enterprise Information System
For right-of-way video, we developed the technique of using MPEG-2 encoding
for motion video at standard resolution (current MMHIS quality) and high-resolution
color image acquisition at fixed distances at the resolution of 1300 by 1024. Both
MPEG-2 motion video and high-resolution still images are acquired simultaneously, and
also can be viewed through the synchronization module, such that motion video is
synchronized with the still images. However, the developed technology would allow
AHTD to use either MPEG-2 motion video, or high-resolution still images, or a
combination of both.

In addition, a mapping utility developed in a Lab environment can be used with
MMHIS so that query can be conducted on a highway shown in the map. As collected
images and sensor data already have GPS positioning information, the relevant data can
be geo-referenced, as long as there are also positioning data for the highway network on
the digital map of the state of Arkansas.
A major advantage for AHTD to apply the direct digital acquisition of multimedia
data sets is the elimination of the process to digitize videotapes and author the multimedia
database. The manual process of tying video frames to physical highway location is not
only tedious, but also prone to errors. ln the even that AHTD chooses to use the direct
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digital acquisition approach, there would be no need for AHTD to conduct Task
large portion of Task 2, resulting in substantial savings.

1 and a

Furthermore, AHTD may want to incorporate additional database features into
MMHIS. For instance, current MMHIS only displays sunmary of accidents in each
section. A new feature would be to display accident dataat roadway locations where
they occurred. kr addition, the display of Job Status in current MMHIS only shows the
most recent job on the roadway section. The user may want to view the major
construction job done at the section, not necessarily the most recent one.

Conclusion
a major step in the process of applying digital technology for
implementation project has reflected the needs of AHTD
This
highway management.
staff in using their current analbg video data and site engineering data sets. Several key
changes and improvements of MMHIS were made over the previous MMHIS developed
in TRC 9606, including tighter integration with AIITD databases, synchronization based
on bridge information, query based on sections, and several other software
improvements. It is hoped that through this implementation, further improvements will
be made to MMHIS, such as integration of more data sets into MMHIS database, directly
using digital devices to collect visual information, therefore eliminating several manual
steps in composing MMHIS databases.

MMHIS represents
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